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Most people, especially those reaching the end stages
of their lives, have had dreams (1) that they could never
achieve throughout their lifetimes. These dreams may vary
tremendously from going for a walk along the beach to
a spacewalk on the moon (2). Realizing some of these
dreams is one thing that could often relieve the patients’
suffering and discomfort as well as that of their families.
Therefore, many studies have aimed to create a sense of sat-
isfaction for these patients and their close relatives (3).

What could be more fulfilling for a child suffering from
a fatal illness or their parents than finding ways to over-
come this situation? Although many things could provide
solutions to such a challenge, the answer at times either in-
volves spending a lot or remains extremely unattainable.

In recent years, we have witnessed enormous changes
and advancements in modern technologies. Virtual reality
(VR) is one of these emerging technologies in the twenti-
eth century (4), first introduced as computer gaming. The
application of VR in various sciences, including medicine,
has been of considerable interest to researchers during re-
cent decades. As such, VR laboratories are created to inves-
tigate how people would interact with their surrounding
environment under more realistic conditions and virtual
simulations very close to reality have been developed in
these laboratories. The critical element in VR is the ability
to disconnect the individual from the physical reality per-
ceived by their five senses, in such a way that breaking the
laws of optics and physics becomes possible (5).

Nowadays, VR can also train individuals to operate
complex machinery by appropriately responding to the
rapidly unfolding events generated by the flight and
drive simulators. Moreover, it has been utilized to mod-
ify human behavior in the treatment of psychological
and mental health disorders. Various applications of
VR also include cognitive therapy, visualization facilita-

tion in psychotherapy, and special education for learning-
disabled children. Another use of VR is presenting the
schizophrenic patients with the virtual hallucinations
aiming to desensitize them to the actual ones (6).

As evidenced, VR is a research area of rapid growth and
vast potential. Considering the significant improvements
in VR software and hardware engineering as well as their
constantly falling cost, this technology has become more
accessible and might satisfy many dreams of patients an-
ticipating in the end stages of their livings.
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